
Game night…
Well it has been quite some time since I played Dungeons and
Dragons. Even longer since I played a Paladin. And I found out
that  sometime  between  the  time  I  last  played  one  to  the
current time, the Paladin (Holy Knight) went from being a
scourge to all that is evil, to a joke commonly referred to as
Lawful-Stupid.

If you are familiar with the game, it is one that takes place
in  the  minds  of  the  players.  One  person  sets  up  the
location/world/adventure,  the  others  take  their  generated
characters through this world. There are many different types
of “Role Playing” games. Some take place in modern times,
others in the realm of comic book heroes. I’ve played both of
these types and many more. My favorite by far has been the
realm of fantasy fiction dealing with Swords and Magic. That
is the realm of Dungeons and Dragons.

I played at the time when many religious groups thought this
was  nothing  better  than  evil  incarnate.  I  had  many
conversations with them in my college days. What they never
knew  was  that  good  generally  triumphed  over  evil.  Good
characters of the “worlds” were generally more powerful than
the  evil.  Good  characters  would  band  together  and  stay
together more easily by the very rules of the game. Playing
evil  characters  could  be  fun,  but  you  generally  ended  up
playing alone, or you hid your evilness from the others of the
group. After watching many games, movies and reading a whole
lot of books, my general rule for life is “Never work for the
Bad Guy”. That only gets you a really short life. In the realm
of  Dungeons  and  Dragons,  evil  rarely  prospered.  This  did
change occasionally from group to group, but for the most part
the rules stayed consistent in this.

Now back to the Paladin character. They were the protectors of
all that was lawful and good. And if played well, they could
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become the most powerful characters in the game. They would
have the backing of their order, followers and religion to
help conquer evil. As I was saying, somewhere from the time I
last played this type of character and today, they became a
joke in some circles. From what I can gather, and have seen
this was true in a lot of cases. The people playing this
character did not know what it was to be Lawful and Good. The
character from this ended up somewhere between “Dudley Do-
Right”  and  the  “Super  Friends”,  without  the  dumb  luck  of
Dudley, or the massive power of the Super Friends. The name
“Lawful-Stupid” was a good fit. Hopefully I can play this
character with a bit more flair…

This of course got me wondering why would someone have a hard
time playing a character that was “lawful-good”. By definition
this is someone who obeys orders, follows the rules, deeply
devotional, regimented in all they do, looks out for the poor,
helps the needy and cares for the weak. All in all sounds like
a good type to be around. But this was not somebody who
‘blindly’ followed the rules, or obeyed corrupt orders. They
should help the poor, needy and week, but not just by charity.
Teaching them to fend for themselves, lifting them out of
their need and weakness would be the best choice. Too much
devotion to the spiritual can make you blind to the world
around you. If you have this spiritual calling, it is best to
share  it  with  those  around  you,  at  least  by  example.
Regimented life can also go too far. Being too picky about the
order of the day, can make you miss out on opportunities to
help others. Sometimes this can be very difficult, especially
with peer pressure. Do you then scale back your beliefs, or
follow them to an extreme. In either case you have warped them
from what they once were. You are no longer a person of
conviction, but one of wishy-washy behavior. In other words
somewhat of a joke.

Now in the preceding paragraph was I talking about the game,
or real life? I don’t think that matters a lot. People have a



hard time playing a Good character, and some have trouble
being Good in real life. It is all in how we view the world. I
am trying to play a “good” character in a game I get to play
with my oldest daughter and her (dare I say my?) friends. I
try to be a “good” person in my daily life. I’ll let you know
which one is easier….


